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...is a unique type of 
furniture in the form of a 
well designed cabinet that acts 
like a fully functional kitchen.
 

PIA's pop up design ensures 
that in the short time that it 
takes to open its doors it can 
provide a well equipped ready to 
go kitchen with everything you 
need within the hand’s reach.
It comes with a dish washer, TV,
refrigerator, and ample shelf 
and cabinet space that a
modern kitchen requires.

Pop-up kitchen PIA



The PIA can help save space by eliminating the need for a separate room to be used for 
kitchen space. At least 5 m  of living space can be saved in this way; the pictures above 
show some examples on how this can be achieved.

PIA comes in 6 variants to suit the needs of any space: Nova, Alta, Petite, Bond, Viss L, 
and Viss M variants  as well as many color options are available. 
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PIA  Nova

dimensions

closed 186 x 82 x 200 cm
open    374 x 66 x 200 cm

doors
15 or 2 cm deep
–�place for 40’’ TV
–�place for 32’’ TV
–�niche
–�flat

lower cabinets - options
 

1 | 32 cm | cabinet with cooktop,
drawer and a shelf

2 | 60 cm | place for refrigerator,
oven and a drawer or cabinet 
with a shelf

3 | 45 cm | space for a built-in 
dish washer or cabinet with a shelf

4 | 45 cm | sink, faucet and waste 
separator

upper cabinets

1 | 69 cm | built-in hood, electricity
installations and sockets

2 | 53 cm | place for free standing
microwave

3 | 60 cm | closed shelf
4 | 182 cm | open shelf

HPL faced particle board or veneer 
frame, doors, cabinets and inside 
doors

worktop laminate 38 mm with 
inox sink, HPL 6 mm with inox sink 
or composite material (kerrock) 
6 mm worktop, sink and work 
area sides



PIA  Alta

dimensions

closed 186 x 82 x 200 cm
open    374 x 66 x 200 cm

doors
15 or 2 cm deep
–�place for 40’’ TV
–�place for 32’’ TV
–�niche
–�flat

lower cabinets - options
 

1 | 32 cm | cabinet with cooktop,
drawer and a shelf

2 | 45 cm | space for a built-in dish 
washer or cabinet with a shelf

3  |  45 cm  |  sink, faucet and waste 
separator

4 | 60 cm | place for high refrigerator,
free standing microwave and a 
drawer or place for high refrigerator,
oven and a drawer

upper cabinets

1 | 69 cm | built-in hood, electricity
installations and sockets

2 | 53 cm | open shelf | place for free 
standing microwave

3 | 122 cm | closed shelf



PIA  Petite

dimensions

closed 141 x 82 x 200 cm
open    284 x 66 x 200 cm

doors
15 or 2 cm deep
–�place for 40’’ TV
–�place for 32’’ TV
–�niche
–�flat

lower cabinets - options
 

1 | 32 cm | cabinet with cooktop,
drawer and a shelf

2 | 60 cm | place for refrigerator,
oven and a drawer or cabinet with 
a shelf

3 | 45 cm | sink, faucet and waste 
separator

upper cabinets

1 | 69 cm | built-in hood, electricity
installations and sockets

2 | 68 cm | place for free standing 
microwave

3 | 137 cm | open shelf

materials

HPL faced particle board or veneer 
frame, doors, cabinets and inside doors
worktop laminate 38 mm with 
inox sink, hpl 6 mm with inox sink 
or composite material (kerrock) 
6 mm worktop, sink and work 
area sides



PIA  Bond

dimensions

closed 141 x 82 x 200 cm
open 284 x 66 x 200 cm

doors

15 or 2 cm deep
–�place for 40’’ TV
–�place for 32’’ TV
–�niche
–�flat

lower cabinets - options
 

1 | 32 cm | cabinet with cooktop, 
drawer and a shelf

2 | 45 cm | sink, faucet and waste 
separator

3 | 60 cm | place for high refrigera-
tor, free standing microwave and a 
drawer or place for high refrigerator,
oven and a drawer uppercabinets

1 | 77 cm | built-in hood, electricity 
installations and sockets

2 | 77 cm | open shelf materials
hpl faced particle board or 
veneer frame, doors, cabinets and 
inside doors 

worktop laminate 38 mm with 
inox sink, hpl 6mm with inox sink or 
composite material (kerrock) 6mm 
worktop, sink and work area sides



PIA  Viss L

dimensions

closed 186 x 69 x 200 cm
open    374 x 69 x 200 cm

materials

HPL faced particle board frame, 
doors, cabinets and inside doors
Worktop laminate 38 mm with 
inox sink, HPL 6 mm with inox 
sink or composite material 
(kerrock) 6 mm worktop and sink



PIA  Viss M

dimensions

closed 146 x 69 x 200 cm
open    284 x 69 x 200 cm

materials

HPL faced particle board frame, 
doors, cabinets and inside doors
Worktop laminate 38 mm with inox 
sink, HPL 6 mm with inox sink or 
composite material (kerrock) 6 mm 
worktop and sink



MOVI

Enables the transformation of a
bedroom into a living room 
and kitchen by use of a
movable wall section.
 

This makes it ideal for 
small apartments, offering 
functionality of much larger 
living spaces. Ideal for 
cities high real estate prices.
 

The wall section moves via a 
motorized wheel system. 
Motion is quiet, and
can be operated by remote 
control. 

A safety feature prevents the 
system from closing - when an 
obstacle is encountered, the 
wall section stops and reverses 
a little.





system of furniture
"Cubo" consists of two armchairs and 
a table. Armchairs have a width of 65 
cm, depth 77 cm, height 90 cm, back is 
65 cm tall, and the seat is 55 cm deep. 
The table is a quadrant 65 x 65 cm wide 
and deep, and 42 cm high.  Compound 
elements form a rectangular shape 
135 cm high.
 

Because of their modularity,
elements can be combined with each 
other and built on, and thus create their
own composition of spaces for 
different purposes.
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FOLDING TABLE

Pull-out three-segments 
folding table.  

board dimensions

extended: 120 x 79.8 cm 
retracted:   50 x 79.8 cm
     height:   75 cm

wall - mounted element

        83.8 x 63.2 x 9.5 cm
             



MURPHY BED

A transformable sofa - bed 
system.

dimensions

sofa:     
180 x 82 x 72 cm 

bed:       
200 x 160 cm

wardrobe element:      
176.8 x 211.2 x  36 cm 


